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Introduction
When we get sick-particularly with infectious agentswe frequently invoke language concerning the energetic impacts of infection. For instance, we speak of having our "energy drained." This common language underscores that energy may provide a useful currency to investigate the impacts of infectious agents, or parasites, on their hosts. In fact, an energetics perspective may apply more broadly to the ecology of parasites within hosts. Although this was * E-mail: hechinger@lifesci.ucsb.edu.
Am. Nat. 2013. Vol. 182, pp. 234-248 . ᭧ 2013 by The University of Chicago. 0003-0147/2013/18202-54211$15.00. All rights reserved. DOI: 10.1086/670820 recognized decades ago (Noble 1974) , very little research has examined the energetics of both parasites and hosts (e.g., Walkey and Meakins 1970; Bailey 1975; Munger and Karasov 1994) . The lack of such research almost certainly reflects the difficult nature of precise, detailed studies of energetics of both parasites and their hosts, particularly when dealing with multiple parasite species. This article offers a possible solution. I present and provide initial testing of a framework that may readily permit us to study and predict the energetics, biomass, and abundance of parasites within hosts. The framework is quantitative, immediately implementable, and testable, and it uses the scaling relationships of metabolic rate with body size and temperature.
What has become known as the metabolic theory of ecology (MTE) is a formulation of metabolic ecology Brown et al. 2012) . Metabolic ecology seeks to use individual metabolism-the transformation and use of energy and materials by individual organismsas the foundation for a theoretical unification of ecology. This is sensible, because we can readily express many ecological interactions in terms of the processing and exchange of energy and materials. For instance, metabolic rate directly reflects energy use and, consequently, demand on resources (Peters 1983; Brown et al. 2004) . MTE puts metabolic ecology to practice by capitalizing on the scaling relationships of individual metabolic rate with body temperature and body size (pcell size for single-celled organisms; e.g., Robinson et al. 1983; Gillooly et al. 2001; Makarieva et al. 2008; DeLong et al. 2010) . Temperature and body size are readily available variables. Therefore, MTE is particularly implementable at broad scales, say entire assemblages and communities, as we can estimate metabolic rates for even poorly studied species. In addition to reflecting energy use, metabolic rate also appears to set the pace of other ecologically important biological rates (e.g., growth, reproduction, and mortality). These rates also scale with body size and temperature (Peters 1983;  : Different currencies and their implications for depicting parasite assemblages within hosts, focusing on impacts on hosts. There are two host individuals (A and B) and two parasite species, one with individuals weighing 16 g and the other with individuals weighing 1 g. The parasites otherwise similarly use their hosts. Numbers are clearly insufficient for depicting parasite impacts on hosts; no one would think that the parasites affect host A eight times more than they do host B. Despite having different parasite numbers, the two hosts both harbor equivalent parasite biomass. However, in host A, half of the biomass is composed of small-bodied parasites. Given metabolic scaling, smaller-bodied parasites burn more calories per gram of tissue (they have higher mass-specific metabolic rates). Hence, using equations (2) and (3) indicates that the energy fluxed through parasites in host A is two times the amount fluxed through host B. Clearly, currency choice can substantially affect our depiction of parasites within hosts. Calder 1984; Schmidt-Nielsen 1984; Sibly et al. 2012) . Hence, by building on the scaling relationships of individual metabolic rate, MTE has promise of facilitating quantitative, mechanistic, and predictive research examining broad patterns and processes characterizing populations, communities, and ecosystems Marquet et al. 2005; Sibly et al. 2012) .
Parasites form assemblages within individual hosts. A group of conspecifics within a single host is termed an "infrapopulation," distinguishing them from the broader parasite population occurring in the surrounding ecosystem (Bush et al. 1997) . Similarly, mixed-species groups are called "infracommunities." These parasite assemblages interact with their hosts, sometimes causing disease. The members of infracommunities also interact with each other through a suite of direct and indirect interactions (reviewed in Dobson 1985; Esch et al. 1990; Poulin 1998 ). Can we apply MTE to parasite infrapopulations and infracommunities to gain insight on the ecology of infectious disease and parasites?
We should expect that MTE might benefit parasitology because metabolism and body size are intensely intertwined with parasitism. Hosts provide food and space to parasite infrapopulations and infracommunities. Therefore, host metabolic rate and body size should directly influence parasites in terms of providing energy or space resources. At the same time, parasites also have bodies and metabolic rates, and their energetic demands should affect their hosts and competing parasites. Because free-living species and parasites both appear to follow general metabolic scaling relationships (but see Hechinger et al. 2012 for issues concerning available data for parasites), there is a clear possibility of using the scaling of host and parasite metabolism to inform parasitology.
Another advantage of MTE for parasitology is that it uses energy as a currency. Parasitology typically focuses on the number of parasite individuals per host. However, focusing on numbers limits generalizing to other species, and it can be meaningless when dealing with parasite species that differ in body size ( fig. 1 ). Biomass or biovolume has been considered as an alternative currency to numbers for parasite infrapopulations and infracommunities (Rohde et al. 1994; George-Nascimento et al. 2004; Muñoz and Cribb 2005; Munoz and George-Nascimento 2008) . Although using biomass is a good step, it may not perform well if energetics is important and the community under investigation is composed of parasites that vary in body size and mass-specific metabolic rates ( fig. 1 ). In these cases, equal biomasses will process different amounts of energy. Therefore, energy flux (e.g., J s Ϫ1 ) may best reflect the interactions of parasite with their hosts and with each other. I hasten to add that emphasizing energy does not require abandoning the traditional currencies of numbers or biomass. In fact, by focusing on the relationship between individual body size and metabolic rate, MTE directly links energy to numbers and biomass Gillooly et al. 2006) .
Previous, pioneering studies have examined the bodysize scaling of parasite infrapopulation or infracommunity abundance or biomass. For instance, Arneberg et al. (1998) and Morand and Poulin (2002) examined the empirical scaling of nematode parasite population abundance in hosts. However, they did not have the goal of constructing abundance scaling theory and did not consider how host metabolic rates could provide resources to parasites. George-Nascimento et al. (2004) and Poulin and GeorgeNascimento (2007) developed metabolic scaling theory for how parasite infracommunity biomass would scale with host body size. However, that theory assumes that parasites metabolize at the same mass-specific rates characterizing their hosts. That is, the theory assumes that parasite metabolic rates do not scale with their own bodies, which is inconsistent with available, albeit limited, data (Hechinger et al. 2012) . Those two studies also took a conceptual misstep in applying a prediction for biomass production to standing-stock biomass (discussed later in this article).
Here, I offer the foundations and initial testing of a more fully specified metabolic, body-size scaling framework for parasite infrapopulations and infracommunities. The next section first covers the basics of individual metabolic rate (energy flux) scaling with body size. I then present equations that estimate energetic flux through observed infrapopulations and infracommunities. These equations provide a new way to depict parasite infrapopulations and infracommunities, including impacts on hosts, as the energy flowing through parasites was taken from their hosts. After that, I develop an MTE-based theory to predict within-host maximal or carrying-capacity parasite abundance, energy flux, and biomass. Contrary to previous work, the theory factors in both parasite and host metabolic scaling and the way that parasites use host space. Paralleling standard MTE abundance theory, part of the framework applies to situations where energy constrains parasite infrapopulations and infracommunities. However, I also provide equations for the alternative situation where space, not energy, constrains parasites. Understanding whether energy or space or both influences parasites is of clear importance for understanding the nature of parasitism and bears on efforts to use parasite infracommunities as model systems. Finally, I provide results of initial empirical testing of several aspects of the theory. The results support the promise of the MTE framework for parasites within hosts and indicates that, for the examined parasites, abundance follows the energy-constraints framework better than the space-constraints framework.
Theory

Metabolic Rate Scaling
Whole-organism metabolic rate, I, scales allometrically with body size, M, and varies with temperature, T, as
In equation (1), i is a normalization constant that varies for organisms of different physiological types (e.g., plants, endothermic vertebrates, or invertebrates; Brown et al. 2004; Marquet et al. 2004; Sibly et al. 2012 ). The M represents body size in mass units. It is possible to apply the equation to intraspecific body-size variation (Glazier 2005) . However, in cross-species or cross-population work, M can be taken as the mean body size characterizing a species or local population, and this is the conceptualization on which this article focuses. Interspecifically, across a wide range of multicellular species, the scaling exponent, a, is often ∼3/4 (e.g., Kleiber 1932; Hemmingsen 1960; Peters 1983; Savage et al. 2004; Glazier 2005) . Recent work indicates that a different value characterizes a for unicellular organisms, unicellular eukaryote metabolic rates appear to scale with body (cell) size with an exponent of 1, and bacteria scale with an exponent larger than 1 (Makarieva et al. 2008; DeLong et al. 2010 ). The f (T) function represents the influence of temperature on metabolic rate. MTE has primarily used e ϪE/kT , where E is the activation energy for enzymatic reactions (∼0.63 eV on average for oxidative respiration), k is Boltzmann's constant ( ), and T is the average operating
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8.62 # 10 eV 7 K temperature in degrees Kelvin (Gillooly et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2004 ). This term is a formulation of the Arrhenius equation, which can capture the kinetic influence of a wide range of temperatures on metabolic rate (Gillooly et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2004; White et al. 2012) . For simplicity, in this article I will use e ϪE/kT when temperature dependence is included in the equations. However, readers should note that any appropriate temperature-dependence function could be incorporated as f (T), including those that depict a unimodal response of metabolic rates with temperatures (e.g., Schoolfield et al. 1981; Molnár et al. 2013) . The operational criterion is that the term be a dimensionless, multiplicative modifier.
Energetic Flux of Observed Parasite Infrapopulations/Communities
By applying metabolic scaling (eq.
[1]) to parasites, one can use observed abundance and body-size information of parasites to predict the total energy flow through assemblages of parasites. The energy flux, F p , characterizing a parasite infrapopulation p, will be the mean individual metabolic rate I p (eq.
[1]) times the infrapopulation size, N p , so that , or 
where s is the total number of parasite species in a single host or in the particular parasite assemblage under investigation (e.g., ectoparasitic lice or gut-dwelling helminths). My first empirical test will employ these equations to estimate total energy flux in single-and mixed-species parasite infracommunities.
Scaling of Parasite Abundance, Energy Flux, and Biomass within Hosts
Next I introduce basic MTE abundance theory. I then discuss appropriate density units for parasite infrapopulations and communities. Following this I present the scaling theory for parasite abundance, energy flux, and biomass at carrying capacity imposed by either energetic or space constraints.
Basic MTE Abundance Theory. Standard MTE predicts steady state, maximum population abundance (carrying capacity) by using the scaling of whole-organism metabolic rate and by factoring in resource supply Marquet et al. 2004) . At carrying capacity, abundance N declines with body size because a given resource supply, R, supports fewer larger-bodied individuals than smallerbodied individuals. Individual resource requirements parallel whole-body metabolic rates, which scale with (eq.
Hence, abundance will decrease with body size as . To simplify notation, I use "∝" to refer to Ϫa N ∝ RM general scaling, dropping specific coefficients, normalization constants, and temperature effects on metabolic rate. To increase clarity, I will maintain this practice when developing the theory below. However, for precise and absolute predictions, temperature effects, coefficients, and normalization constants are needed (also note the necessary addition of a coefficient for resource-supply conversion efficiency). With these issues in mind, we can ask how we can apply MTE abundance theory to parasite abundance within individual hosts.
What Are the Appropriate Density Units for Parasites in
Hosts? Parasitology has traditionally focused on the host individual as the "quadrat" unit ("intensity" for numbers per infected host, "abundance" when uninfected hosts are included; Bush et al. 1997) . By itself, this will not serve as a useful measure of density for MTE, particularly if hosts vary in body size. One should divide parasite numbers by the aspect of the host that reflects how the parasites use host space. For instance, host mass, M h , (or host volume, V h ) makes sense as density unit for parasites that use host space in a volumetric way, such as many tissueor cavity-dwelling parasites. In these cases, density units would be N/M h or N/V h . However, many parasites use host surface areas (e.g., skin-dwelling parasites). Here, for example, because host external body surfaces often scale with host body size to the 2/3 power (Calder 1984) , for these parasites the appropriate density units could be . I
2/3
N/M h will use these two exponents (1 and 2/3) as examples throughout the text, but one should use whatever scaling exponent is most appropriate for the hosts and parasites under investigation. Further, when available, one could use more specific information concerning how much of a host the parasites use. For instance, one could multiply the host body-size term by a coefficient that represents the proportion of the host mass or surface area used by the parasites under investigation (e.g., in humans, some lice use only the scalp, malaria uses only the liver and the blood, tapeworms use only a portion of the intestine, etc.). Below, I will use "abundance" for the total number of parasites per host individual (corresponding to the standard ecological parasitology term) and "density" when abundance is divided by an aspect of the host (and I will use host mass, not volume).
Theoretical Assumptions. The scaling theory presented below assumes that parasite metabolic rate is related to parasite body size and temperature. The theory does not assume specific values for scaling exponents or temperature dependence. However, implementing the framework entails using whatever values appear best using available theoretical or empirical information for hosts and parasites for either intra-or interspecific applications (e.g., consult Gillooly et al. 2001; Glazier 2005; DeLong et al. 2010; Hechinger et al. 2012) . Further, the theory assumes bottom-up limitation (energy or space) and a "zero-sum game" for parasite assemblages; it therefore most precisely depicts parasite assemblages at carrying capacity where total resources are partitioned among species. However, as discussed in the second empirical test section, with an additional assumption, it can also directly apply to situations where parasites are below carrying capacity.
Theory for Parasite Infrapopulation Carrying-Capacity
Abundance. Consider hypothetical parasite infrapopulations wherein individuals recruit to, grow, or reproduce within hosts so that limiting resources reduce population production rates to equal loss rates. I will refer to such maximal steady-state abundance as carrying capacity. If parasites consume host metabolic products in a volumetric way, hosts will provide resources at a rate parallel to host mass-specific metabolic rates, which decrease with host body size as . I will use Ϫg to represent
the scaling exponent associated with mass-specific metabolic rates (e.g., with 3/4 scaling of whole-body metabolic rate, ). This leads to the preϪg p a Ϫ 1 p Ϫ1 p Ϫ1/4 diction that parasite infrapopulation density at carrying capacity scales with both host and parasite body size as
h h p where is the appropriate spatial density term (e.g., 1 j h for parasites that use host volume and 2/3 for parasites that use host external surfaces). Because host mass is the density unit, we can rearrange to get total parasite abundance at carrying capacity,
Hence, the equation predicts that parasite infrapopulation carrying capacity will decrease with increasing parasite body size, but increase with host body size to the ∼3/4 power for parasites that use host volume, and to the ∼5/12 power for those that use host external surfaces. If space, not host metabolic rate, limits parasite infrapopulations, we drop the host resource-supply term and use a coefficient to represent the aspect of parasite bodies that reflects their spatial packing (e.g., 1 for volume). Hence, under spatial constraints, parasite infrapopulation density at carrying capacity decreases with parasite body size as
h p
Rearranging predicts that parasite abundance at carrying capacity increases directly with increasing host space (volume or surface area) used, as 
parasites at energetically determined carrying capacity, we can predict how energy flux will scale with host body size because we can assume the carrying-capacity abundance scaling described by equation (4b) as .
Substituting this for N p in the observed infrapopulation flux equation provides
Thus, equation (6) predicts that the maximum energy flux through a parasite infrapopulation (i.e., one at carrying capacity) is invariant of parasite body size but scales with host mass depending on host mass-specific metabolic rates and how the parasites use host space. An analogous scaling relationship should occur for maximum total biomass production rates (amount of biomass produced via growth and reproduction per unit time) because individual rates of production parallel metabolic rate for a wide range of free-living species (Ernest et al. 2003) .
With space constraints, the maximum energy flux through a parasite infrapopulation will vary with how many parasites can fill host space as (carrying
[5b]) multiplied by individual parasite metabolic rate , giving 
Thus, in contrast to energy flux and biomass production but similarly to individual abundance, equation (8) predicts that both host and parasite body sizes influence the maximum standing-stock biomass of parasite infrapopulations under energetic constraints. We can easily contrast the prediction of the carryingcapacity biomass of a parasite infrapopulation under energetic limitation to one experiencing space limitation. Here, the biomass at carrying capacity will be invariant of parasite body size and be a simple fraction of host space, such that
p h where j represents the scaling term from the appropriate (host body) density units for the parasite infrapopulation.
Theory for Parasite Infracommunity Energy Flux and
Biomass. If host metabolism constrains the total energy flux of parasites, carrying-capacity flux of a combined parasite infracommunity, F tot , must scale the same as the prediction for infrapopulations operating under energy limitations (eq.
[6]), so that
In multispecies assemblages at carrying capacity, each par-ticular species will, or course, process a lower level of energy than that predicted by the single-species (infrapopulation) equations given above (eqq.
[4]- [9] ). Under space constraints, infracommunity carryingcapacity biomass will be a set proportion of the host (see below), but the total energy flux will vary with the relative abundance of species with different metabolic rates and body sizes. Without information on parasite species abundances, we can make headway by assuming that parasite species of different sizes and metabolic rates use, on average, equal portions of host space. In this case, each parasite species will increase in abundance with host body size and decrease with parasite body size as N ∝ p . Hence, energetic flux at spatially determined car-
With energetic constraints, the parasite infracommunity standing-stock biomass, W tot , supported by a host will also vary with the relative abundance of species in the infracommunity. This is because parasite species process different amounts of energy per unit biomass depending on their metabolic rates and therefore their body size. Similar to infracommunity carrying-capacity biomass under space constraints, we can progress by assuming that parasite species of different sizes have, on average, equal access to host resources. In this case, we can predict infracommunity biomass at carrying capacity will scale as ,
The carrying-capacity biomass of a parasite infracommunity should therefore increase with host body size (e.g., to the 3/4 or 5/12 power) and also depend on the metabolic scaling of each parasite species.
We can contrast energetic and space constraints for the carrying-capacity biomass of parasite infracommunities. If parasites are restricted to a certain proportion of host space, carrying-capacity biomass will be independent of the body sizes of constituent parasite species. Hence, under space constraints, carrying-capacity biomass will scale as
( 1 3 ) tot h
Thus, in contrast to energetic constraints, biomass will not depend on parasite body sizes or metabolic scaling.
The above infracommunity equations (eqq.
[10]-[13]) most directly apply to parasite infracommunities composed of species that use the same space and resources within or among host species. If parasites vary in use of hosts space or resources within any host species, then consideration of the degree these differences would permit appropriate inflation of carrying capacity (niche overlap indices [Krebs 1999 ] would be helpful here). If parasites vary in the use of host resources among host species, then careful consideration of coefficients and the spatial exponents will explain additional variability. Model 1 provides a summary of the equations presented above and a list of terms with definitions.
Empirical Testing
Does Energy or Biomass Best Reflect Infracommunity
Carrying Capacity? Holmes (1961 Holmes ( , 1962 provides classic research representing one of the earliest experimental documentations of interspecific competition. Holmes studied two gut-dwelling, parasitic worm species that belonged to different phyla, the rat tapeworm and an acanthocephalan. The rat tapeworm is well known to experience an intraspecific "crowding effect" that is at least partly explained by competition for glucose (reviewed by Roberts 2000) . These worms also have near-indeterminant growth, whereby a few worms or even a single worm may reach carrying capacity in a rat. Holmes experimentally constructed replicate infracommunities composed of either species by themselves and of both species simultaneously. Holmes quantified individual body sizes and survivorship within the three community types for 8 weeks. A major result from his work is that interspecific competition resulted in smaller individual body sizes, mainly for the tapeworms. To my knowledge, no one has examined whether and how this competition affected attributes of the entire infracommunities. However, the data in the articles do permit estimation, using equations (2) and (3), of the total biomass and energy flux characterizing the three infracommunity types over the study period. Figure 2 shows the total standing-stock biomass and estimated energy flux for the two single-species and the mixed-species infracommunities. Tapeworm-only infracommunities reached maximum biomass (via individual growth) within 3 weeks. This biomass remained the same, or slightly decreased, over the subsequent 5 weeks. Acanthocephalan-only infracommunities did not reach steadystate biomass but continued to increase over the entire 8-week period (never reaching tapeworm-only infracommunity levels). However, when tapeworms were grown with acanthocephalans, the maximum biomass attained was not additive but about one-third lower than that achieved by the tapeworms when alone. The energeticconstraints framework predicts the lower carrying-capacity biomass, given the smaller body sizes and higher massspecific metabolic rates characterizing the tapeworms in 
Infracommunities Energy constraints Space/biomass constraints
Term definitions e ϪE/kT
Arrhenius temperature-dependence term. Can be swapped for any appropriate temperature-dependence term. F Energy flux of infrapopulation or infracommunity. h Subscript denoting a particular host species. I Individual whole-organism metabolic rate. M Individual body size, host or parasite. N Infrapopulation abundance (total number of individuals infecting a host). p, p Subscript denoting a particular parasite species/population. s Number of parasite species in a particular assemblage. tot Subscript denoting aggregate value for entire infracommunity. W Aggregate biomass of infrapopulation or infracommunity. a Exponent for body-size scaling of whole-organism metabolic rate (e.g., ∼3/4 across multicellular species). Ϫg Exponent for mass-specific metabolic rate scaling (e.g., ∼Ϫ1/4 across multicellular species). j Spatial exponent for body size of host or parasite (e.g., 1 when volume or 2/3 when surface area is important).
a This figure presents only the abundance forms of the equations. Obtain density by dividing both sides by , the term for host space used by the jh M h parasites. Density can also use host volumetric or surface area units. However, any statistical analysis using density instead of abundance must contend with possible "spurious correlations," given the potential interdependence of response with predictor variables (see appendix).
the mixed-species infracommunities. In fact, estimated total energy flux appeared to not only reach a maximum at 3 weeks but reach the same maximum for both saturated single-and mixed-species infracommunities. Hence, there is evidence for parasitic worm infracommunities reaching a steady state, maximum abundance condition and that energy flux reflects this better than does standing-stock biomass.
Does Energy or Space Better Explain Infrapopulation
Abundance Scaling? Poulin and Morand (2000) assembled data on body size and abundance of gut-dwelling nematode parasites of mammals. Because they also provide host body sizes, we can use their data to test the predictions of the energeticversus space-constraints frameworks (eqq.
[4] vs. eqq.
[5]). The data are of mean infrapopulation abundances for different parasite-host species pairs. Mean abundances will be less than maximum abundances, to which the scaling theory most precisely applies. However, assuming that mean abundance is associated with maximum abundance and that the proportional degree of unsaturation is not associated with host or parasite body size, we can use these data to test the theoretical scaling exponents and not concern ourselves with exact values of the coefficients or normalization factors.
Using appropriate values for exponents for these parasites and hosts, equation (4) predicts that carrying-capacity density will allometrically decrease with both host and parasite body sizes as
, where represents the decreasing re-
Figure 2: Energy flux better reflects steady state than does standingstock biomass for experimental parasite infracommunities composed of one or two gut-dwelling worm species. A, Steady-state biomass decreases under the conditions of interspecific competition that characterize the mixed-species infracommunities, while in B steady-state energy flux remains the same. Data derived by applying the metabolic scaling equation from Gillooly et al. (2001) for invertebrates at 39ЊC to body mass and abundance information from Holmes (1961 Holmes ( , 1962 . Numbers of worms indicated in the labels represent the number of initial recruits, but data use the average amount of worms recovered for each species, which was constant among treatments. Error bars represent 95% confidence limits, derived by propagating (Taylor 1982 ) the reported standard errors in mean body sizes and using 5 df (4-10 infracommunity replicates for each treatment at each week). Data underlying figure 2 are deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.14nn1; Hechinger (2013) .
source supply rate (host mass-specific metabolic rate) while reflects dividing that resource supply by the
M p metabolic demands of an individual parasite. We can perform a similar exercise for space constraints using equation (5), which predicts that parasite density does not vary with host body size but does scale, isometrically (perfectly inversely), with parasite body size as .
We can use a general linear model (GLM) to test which of the two models the data best support by using a logged form of the density equation where host and parasite body sizes are inputted as predictor variables: ).
Ϫ1
The nematode data are most consistent with energetic constraints ( fig. 3 ). Both host and parasite body sizes were significant predictors of nematode density. The point estimate for the slope with parasite body size lines up exactly with the metabolic prediction of Ϫ3/4 scaling. However, the estimate has broad confidence limits that also overlap Ϫ1, the space constraints prediction. On the other hand, parasite density also decreased with host body size (even while statistically holding parasite body size constant). This is inconsistent with space constraints but predicted under energetic constraints. In fact, dropping the host body-size term resulted in a model that explained only 14% of the variance, compared to the 30% explained using both host body size (reflecting resource supply) and parasite body size (reflecting energetic requirements). Therefore, this analysis favors the energetic limitation hypothesis and indicates the promise of further testing the MTE framework for parasite abundance.
General Discussion
The empirical tests indicate the promise of further testing, implementation, and developing of both aspects of the presented framework for parasite infrapopulations and infracommunities. The analysis of the parasitic worms in rats indicates that parasite infracommunities can reach a saturation point and that energetics, indicated by bodysize scaling, best reflect that condition. The nematode species abundance analysis provides further support for the idea that scaling equations can provide the foundations of an individual-energetics-based but broad theory for the abundance of parasites in hosts, a theory that factors in both host and parasite body-size and metabolic scaling.
Observed Energy Flux of Parasite Infrapopulations/Communities
The first major aspect to this study is the set of equations (eqq.
[2] and [3]) to estimate energetic flux of observed parasite infrapopulations and infracommunities. These equations are particularly useful for multispecies studies partly because they are readily implementable, requiring primarily inputs of parasite body (or cell) size and temperature. The equations are applicable to all taxa of unior multicellular parasite and can be used in at least two major ways.
The equations permit us to use estimated energy flux in standard ecological parasitology focused on infrapopulations and infracommunities. For instance, energy flux can serve as a complementary currency to numbers or biomass to investigate competitive interactions among parasites or other aspects of infracommunity structure and function, as suggested by the analysis of rat parasitic worm infracommunities.
We can also use equations (2) and (3) to estimate impacts on hosts. In fact, host pathology experiments can provide useful tests of the equations and whether parasite energy flux can serve as a useful currency. Such experiments should vary numbers and body sizes of parasites in infracommunities to maximize differences predicted by currencies of numbers, biomass, and energy flux. Which currency best reflects pathology? Does energy flux permit precise and predictive generalization of parasite impacts on hosts?
It is important to remark that parasites impact hosts in ways beyond the direct energy consumption indicated by equations (2) and (3). Other potentially considerable energetic costs to the host involve repair and defense (including pathological overresponse; e.g., Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000) . When such information is available, it should be relatively straightforward to incorporate it into the equations. Many of these factors will likely also scale with either parasite or host body size or energy flux. Further, using equations (2) and (3) to estimate baseline energetic demands of parasites may help interpret the inconsistent ways that hosts metabolically respond to infection across systems (e.g., Robar et al. 2011) . Finally, in some cases, pathology on hosts may be best reflected by something other than energy. For instance, parasites may deprive hosts of a key nutrient (e.g., iron with hook worms; Crompton and Whitehead 1993), release toxins (as with malaria; Pichyangkul et al. 1994) , or modify host behavior to reduce fitness (e.g., Lafferty and Morris 1996) . However, such effects may frequently parallel parasite energetic demands and could be readily incorporated into the equations. In short, enhancing the equations with nonconsumptive impacts of parasites may increase the ability of MTE to provide a novel perspective for not only ecological parasitology but also medical and veterinary parasitology.
Theory for Scaling of Infrapopulation/Community Abundance and Energetics
The second major section of this article is the predictive and explanatory theory for the scaling of parasite abundance, energetics, and biomass (eqq.
[4]- [13] ). The energetic constraints theory and the analysis of nematode abundance within hosts indicate that the amount of parasites within a host is better explained by simultaneously considering the scaling of host metabolic rate (reflecting resource supply to parasites) and parasite metabolic rate (reflecting energetic requirements of parasites). Hence, it will be worthwhile to revisit data from the previous examinations of body-size scaling of parasite infrapopulation/community abundance, which did not factor in both host and parasite metabolic rate scaling (Arneberg et al. 1998; Morand and Poulin 2002; George-Nascimento et al. 2004; Poulin and George-Nascimento 2007) . Contrary to the empirical findings in this article, there may be conditions where space, not energy, will be the limiting resource for parasites in hosts. However, in such cases, parasites would have to not use all the energy a host provides to the space occupied by parasites. Given the broad overlap characterizing the mass-specific metabolic rates of various types of life forms (Makarieva et al. 2008; DeLong et al. 2010) , it is difficult to make strong predictions as to when this may occur based on metabolic scaling constraints. However, some parasites are relatively inactive (e.g., some trophically transmitted cyst stages that are waiting for their host to be eaten by the next host in the life cycle). Perhaps for these parasites space, not energy, will be limiting. The framework provided here can help test this and other ideas concerning whether energy or space constrains parasites within hosts. The equations make specific and contrasting predictions that should be particularly testable with parasitological data that spans a wide range of host and parasite body sizes where broad patterns among species are most readily observable and therefore distinguishable.
The predictive scaling equations should apply to all types of parasite infracommunities, even if we restrict consideration to its ability to make accurate predictions about within-host carrying capacities. This is because the theory can apply both directly and indirectly to observed infracommunities. The theory directly applies to those infracommunities that reach carrying capacity. Therefore, it may generally apply to parasites with closed recruitmentthose that primarily build up from reproduction within the infected host-such as pathogens (sensu Kuris and Lafferty 2000; Lafferty and Kuris 2002) . These parasites may readily saturate habitats within hosts, particularly at peak levels of infection. The theory should also directly apply to infracommunities characterized by open recruitment-where infectious propagules originate from outside the host-if recruitment rates are high or individual parasites grow a lot. In the later cases, greater individual growth can counteract low recruitment rates, resulting in saturated habitats. The first empirical test dealt with such a system. There are other, natural systems with open recruitment where saturation also frequently occurs (e.g., Bush and Holmes 1986; Stock and Holmes 1988; Munoz and George-Nascimento 2008) and to which the scaling theory should directly apply. Parasitoids will be very interesting to consider, as they regularly approach and exceed carrying capacity. These parasites consume most of their host and emerge from dead or dying hosts as part of their development. Parasitoids should therefore regularly exceed carrying capacity but only late in their development. Hence, the scaling theory may therefore provide precise predictions concerning abundance, energy flux, and biomass regularly achieved by several types of parasite.
However, many parasites reach saturation in only a small percentage of hosts (Holmes and Price 1986; Shaw and Dobson 1995; Rohde 2005) . This often occurs for some parasites with open recruitment and lower amounts of individual growth, such as many adult trematode, acanthocephalan, and copepod parasites. As discussed and evidenced in the second empirical test section, part of the theory (scaling exponents) can apply to these parasites if the relative degree of unsaturation is not associated with host or parasite body size. However, we can go further and test precise predictions concerning carrying capacity for such parasites by using data on maximum abundances, as pointed out by Poulin and George-Nascimento (2007) . Additionally, we will likely find more direct applications by focusing on parasite infracommunities, versus infrapopulations, as infracommunities will more frequently reach saturation than constituent infrapopulations. Emphasizing infracommunities is further warranted because being infected by more than a single parasite species is likely the general rule in nature (Petney and Andrews 1998; Cox 2001) . However, in any case, for parasites that frequently do not saturate within-host habitats, the theory makes the most precise abundance predictions for only a small subset of real infracommunities. Therefore, for these parasites, carrying capacity theory may find its greatest use by examining how observed infracommunities deviate from theoretical expectations for carrying capacity.
Because one can now predict carrying capacity, one can quantify the differences between carrying capacity and observed-or realized-abundance, energy flux, and bio-mass. There are several examples where these differences may provide insight into processes structuring parasite infracommunities, general impacts on hosts, or different parasite trophic strategies. First, for infracommunities with open recruitment, the difference between observed abundances and carrying capacity may provide an index of parasite recruitment (transmission) limitation. Second, as many of us can attest, hosts can maintain infrapopulations well below carrying capacity by providing "top-down" control of parasite abundance or growth. This is most likely for pathogens, which reproduce and recruit within individual hosts and would reach carrying capacity if not limited by host defense (e.g., grooming and immune systems). For these parasites, differences between observed abundances and carrying capacity may reflect variation in host defense. Third, host mortality likely increases as parasites approach carrying capacity. Hence, deviations between observed abundance and carrying capacity may reflect the degree to which infracommunities are at risk of being lost through host mortality. This loss is a major factor for host and parasite population dynamics (Anderson and May 1978; May and Anderson 1979) . In short, similar to the way null models can be informative in comparison to reality (Gotelli and Graves 1996) , theory for parasite carrying capacity may be shed light on several aspects of parasitism to the degree that its expectations differ from observed abundances.
Future enhancement of the scaling framework can focus on directly incorporating the factors that influence the degree of unsaturation in parasite infracommunities. It will be interesting if host immune defensive capabilities scale with body size (e.g., Wiegel and Perelson 2004) , but our understanding here is in its infancy. It is also possible that parasites stimulate host immune systems to a degree that parallels their metabolic rates. It is also particularly worthwhile to examine whether the degree of unsaturation is associated with epidemiological factors that may scale with host or parasite body size (e.g., recruitment rates driven by host feeding rates, host density, parasite production rates, or parasite longevity). A possible route of investigation would be to examine host-parasite dynamical models that are parameterized by body size and temperature scaling equations (e.g., building upon those presented in De Leo and Dobson 1996; Kuris and Lafferty 2000; Morand and Poulin 2002; Molnár et al. 2013) . One can then ask whether dynamical models can also derive broader scaling patterns, as Vasseur (2011, 2012) recently showed for abundance scaling of mammals and protists. Thus, enhancements to the theory may increase its predictive ability for parasite abundances below carrying capacity.
Parasite Metabolic Scaling
Obtaining more information on parasite metabolic scaling will strengthen the use of MTE in parasitology, particularly by increasing our ability to make precise predictions. Hechinger et al. (2012) noted that parasitic animals and protists appear to scale similarly to the rest of life but that there are problems with interpreting the available data. The authors suggested that until better information proves otherwise, a sensible approach is to use standard, general empirical and theoretical scaling relationships for parasites, tempering conclusions as necessary for the particular study.
The way parasites metabolize also bears on the infracommunity scaling theory presented by George-Nascimento and colleagues (George-Nascimento et al. 2004; Poulin and George-Nascimento 2007) . As mentioned in the "Introduction," that theory assumes that parasites metabolize at the same mass-specific rates as their hosts. Parasite infracommunities are then assumed to take a fraction of host whole-body metabolic rate, which scales as .
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M h However, the study mistakenly extended the prediction for infracommunity energy flux, or biomass production, to standing-stock biomass, predicting that it would scale with , instead of , which would be appropriate under [13] ), indicating the utility of knowing how parasites metabolize to permit distinguishing space constraints and parasite metabolic scaling from parasites metabolizing at host rates. If it turns out that parasites do metabolize at the same rates as host tissues, investigations could distinguish between energetic constraints and space constraints by varying host body size and metabolic rates, for instance, by picking hosts providing equal space, but different metabolic rates, and vice versa.
Parasite Infracommunities as Model Communities
Most of this article uses MTE to inform parasitology. However, parasitology may inform general MTE. One reason for this is that parasite infracommunities can serve as unique model communities for ecological research (see particularly Holmes and Price 1986; Price 1990 ). Hosts provide neat, naturally defined, tractable units of replication for parasite infracommunities. Consequently, careful consideration of and capitalizing on novel aspects of parasite infracommunities may provide unique insight and tests of both MTE and the nature of ecological communities in general.
For example, the results from the analysis of nematode parasite abundance in mammals bears on the general scaling issue in community ecology referred to as "energetic equivalence" (Damuth 1981 (Damuth , 1987 Nee et al. 1991; Isaac et al. 2012 ). Energetic equivalence is simply the invariant scaling of population energy flux, F, with species body size. Energetic equivalence can occur across species of varying body size when abundance decreases as . M abundance scaling only after factoring in resource supply for parasite infrapopulations is parallel to results from previous studies on carnivoran mammals (Carbone and Gittleman 2002) and parasitic and free-living species in estuarine food webs (Hechinger et al. 2011) . Hence, using parasite infrapopulations helps solidify that energetic equivalence is not an assumption of MTE abundance theory but is an outcome that may arise if resource supply is evenly distributed among body sizes of physiologically similar organisms.
Coda
Almost 40 years have passed since the parasitologist Elmer Noble propounded that energetics should provide a major, fecund avenue of research in parasitology (Noble 1974) . MTE may permit us finally to begin to extensively tackle the energetic aspects of parasitism, particularly at multispecies scales that are otherwise intractable. Recently, enhanced MTE abundance theory permitted inclusion of parasites alongside free-living consumers in species-rich food webs (Hechinger et al. 2011) . Considering parasites there helped refine MTE and also shed light on the role of parasitism in ecosystems. The MTE framework offered in this article focuses on parasites within host bodies. This is where parasites directly impact their host resources and interact with each other. Consequently, further MTE-based parasitological research may continue to lend empirical and theoretical insight into the nature of parasitism. This includes how parasitism relates to host and parasite size, temperature, and host physiological type (e.g., endothermy vs. ectothermy). It also includes how those factors influence the ecology and evolution of parasites themselves. Research on parasites may also enhance and inform general MTE. I hope that my colleagues will use, critically evaluate, and enhance the framework presented here.
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